
ON A CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE OF THE
POSITIVE LOGICS
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In this short note, we would like to point out that the following property

(called ASSUMPTION REMOVABILITY in the present paper) is characteristic

of the positive logics, the primitive logic LO, the positive predicate logics LP

(intuitionistic) and LQ (classical)1*:

ASSUMPTION REMOVABILITY. If any proposition S can be deduced from some

assumption % having no primitive notions in common tυith S, then (S is also provable

without any assumption.

This is surely a characteristic property of these positive logics, because

the proposition does not hold in the logics LJ (intuitionistic predicate logic),

LK (lower classical predicate logic), LM (minimal predicate logic, intuitionistic),

and LN (minimal predicate logic, classical)2). One can realize this easily by

the pair of example propositions .-r(A-+A) and -Έ. Although -*B is surely

deducible from -*(A-*A) in any one of these logics, and moreover, ->(A-*A)

has no primitive notions in common with -* B, we can never assert that -*B

is provable without any assumption. On the other hand, the ASSUMPTION

REMOVABILITY holds for the positive logics as shown later.

LO and LP can be formulated in Gentzen's manner as the sub-logic of

Gentzen's LJ having logical constants -» and ( ) only and the sub-logic of LJ

having logical constants -•, Λ, V, (...), and (3 ), respectively. Also, LQ can

be formulated in Gentzen's manner as the sub-logic of Gentzen's LK having

logical constants ->, A, V, ( ), and (3 )3'. We can easily see that any sequent

provable in any one of these positive logics can be proved in the same logic

Received March 30, 1966.
*> As for LO, LP and LQ, see Ono [6]. See also Curry [2] and Lorenzen [5]. Curry

refers to LP and LQ by LA and LC in [2], respectively.
2> As for LM and LN, see Johansson [4] (Minimalkalkϋl), Ono [6], and Curry [2].

Curry refers to LN by LE in [2].
3> As for Gentzen's LJ and LK, see" Gentzen [3].
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by making use of sequents Γ\- J 4 ) of non-vacant Δ only. We can also see that

Gentzen's cut-elimination theorem5> holds for any one of these logics.

Now we prove ASSUMPTION REMOVABILITY with respect to the positive

logics. Namely, let L be any one of the positive logics LO, LP, or LQ formulated

in Gentzen's manner, and let & be a proposition deducible in the logic L from the

assumption 51 having no primitive notions in common with (£. Then, the

sequent ?I |— (£ is also provable in L, and by virtue of Gentzen's cut-elimination

theorem, 3ί |- (£ can be proved by a proof 77 without making use of cuts.

For any sequent Γ\— Δ in 77, new sequents Γ%\— Δ% and Γg\- Δ& are defined

by the following:

Γy\ {or Γ{s) is the sequence of all the propositions in Γ which have at least one

primitive notion in common with % (or with &). Δy\ as well as Jg is defined

similarly.

Now, we call any sequent Γ\— Δ in U an %-sequent (or a ^sequent) if and

only if 1\\- Δ%\ (or Γg|— Δς£) is provable in L. Evidently, any fundamental

sequent of Π is an 3ί-sequent or a ^-sequent, and any sequent deduced from

an % -sequent or a pair of % -sequents (a (£-sequent or a pair of £ -sequents) in

77 is an ^ί-sequent (a ^-sequent).

Moreover, we can show easily that any sequent deduced from a pair of an

ϊ(-sequent and a S-sequent in 77 is also an 9ί -sequent or a & -sequent6). To show

this, we have only to check the following three kinds of inferences:

71- J, 8f Γh 4, ®
7Ί-4 &A® "'

T, gμj r, μ

ΓhJ, g Γ,~®\-Λ

g A © in the first inference, as well as $ V © in the second inference, as

well as g ->© in the third inference, is either a proposition having no primitive

notions in common with % or a proposition having no primitive,notions in

4> We employ the notation Γ\— Δ in place of Gentzen's notation Γ-*J, because we use
-* as the logical constant IMPLICATION. In Gentzen [3], IMPLICATION is denoted by D.

5> The HAUPTSATZ of Gentzen [3].
6> As for the inference schemes for sequents, see Gentzen [3].
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common with S.

First case: gΛ© in the first inference (or, g V© in the second inference,

or g-*© in the third inference) have no primitive notion in common with ?ί.

By the supposition, either Γ\— Δ, g or Γ|— Δ, © in the first inference (or, either

Γ, g | - Δ or Γ, ©|- Δ in the second inference; or, either Γ\-Δ, gί or Γ,<§>\-A

in the third inference) is an 5ί-sequent. Hence, Γ$ | - Δ<% in the first inference

(Γgϊ|-J§[ in the second inference, either Γ%\-J$ι or Γ$|-y% in the third inference)

must be provable in L. Accordingly, Γ |-J , gΛ© in the first inference, as

well as Γ, ^ V©|- J in the second inference, as well as Γ, g-»©|-J, Λ in the

third inference (For LO and LP, Δ must be vacant, so Γ%\-Δ%χ can not be

provable. Hence, Γ% \-Λ% must be provable by assumption. For LQ, Γ<% | - J#, A%

can be deduced from any one of Γs^\-Δ% and Γ<%\-A$[t and moreover, at least

one of these sequents must be provable by assumption.) is an 21 -sequent.

Second case : g Λ © in the first inference (or, g V ® in the second inference

or, g->(S in the third inference) have no primitive notions in common with &.

Also in this case, we can prove quite similary as in the first case that Γ\-Δ, g A ©

in the first inference, as well as Γ, g V ® | - J in the second inference, as well

as Γ, ?y->(§>\~Δt A in the third inference is a £ -sequent.

Accordingly, we can conclude that 311- & is also an 3I-sequent or a (^-sequent.

However, 3ί|- can never be proved in L as having been remarked, so | - 5 must

be provable in L.

Remark. According to the interpolation theorem of Craig (for the lower

classical predicate logic) and Schίitte (for the intuitionistic predicate logic)0,

either ~^% or & must be provable in any one of these logics as far as 9I-*(£

is provable in it for any pair of propositions 91 and & containing no primitive

notions in common. According to our assertion for positive logics, we can say

further that & must be provable in the corresponding case of any one of

positive logics.
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